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### MIXED DOUBLES A
**Gold** - Simeon Tong/ Mirabelle Huang  
**Silver** - David Kang/ Younghi Kim  
**Bronze** - Yan Chan/ Qlanting Chan

### MIXED DOUBLES B
**Gold** - Simeon Tong/ Mirabelle Huang  
**Silver** - Kin Moy/ Chen-Ling Chou  
**Bronze** - Art Solo/ Kiyoko Hashimoto

### MIXED DOUBLES C
**Gold** - Daniel Huang/ Kodi Lee  
**Silver** - Steven Hashimoto/ Theodora Hashimoto  
3rd & 4th - Arunkumar Nagavelu/ Chen-Ling Chou & Alex Gonsalves/ Jennifer Thai

### MIXED DOUBLES D
**Gold** - Leon Taing/ Kodi Lee  
**Silver** - Kumpee Chansang/ Nuttida Rungrats  
3rd & 4th - Tamerlane Mopia/ Loveren Dela Cruz & Kevin Padua/ Sabrina Yeh

### MIXED DOUBLES 40
**Gold** - Steven Hashimoto/ Theodora Hashimoto  
**Silver** - David Kang/ Hyun Park  
3rd & 4th - Henry Cawili/ Roseann Cawili & Bradley Pratasik/ Adel Ortega

### MIXED DOUBLES 50
**Gold** - Andrey Golikov/ Larisa Golikova  
**Silver** - Mike Geraty/ Shan Huang  
**Bronze** - Chito Viado/ Ynna Hughes

### MIXED DOUBLES E
**Gold** - Marvin Solidum/ Eden Molina  
**Silver** - Carmelo Arada/ Jacqueline Myers  
3rd & 4th - Juan Guzman/ Roseann Cawili & Simon Romua/ Jazzy Ogbac

### MENS SINGLES B
**Gold** - Yan Chan  
**Silver** - Lawrence Taing  
3rd and 4th - Alex Gonsalves & Anthony Lopez

### MENS SINGLES C
**Gold** - Lawrence Taing  
**Silver** - Neam Taing  
3rd and 4th - Oscar Liu & Andrew Tanmajo

### MENS SINGLES D
**Gold** - Mirabelle Huang  
**Silver** - Rainer Bautista  
3rd and 4th - Nicholas Nguyen & Kevin Quach

### MENS SINGLES 50
**Gold** - Andrey Golikov  
**Silver** - Chang Yang  
**Bronze** - Bruce Walker

### MENS SINGLES 60
**Gold** - Raymond Zamora  
**Silver** - Bruce Walker  
**Bronze** - Mike Yancey

### MENS SINGLES E
**Gold** - Carmelo Arada  
**Silver** - Juan Guzman  
3rd and 4th - Sean Huang & Luke Sampadian

### MENS DOUBLES B
**Gold** - Golden Huang/ Ron Sou  
**Silver** - Yan Chan/ Daniel Huang  
3rd and 4th - Arunkumar Nagavelu/ Ninad Patgaonkar & Phil Chiang/ Brian Jeon

### MENS DOUBLES C
**Gold** - Lawrence Taing/Leon Taing  
**Silver** - Keving Padua/ Johnathon Xayasomlooth  
3rd and 4th - Paul Boy/ Peter Mendoza & Kin Moy/ Andrew Tanmajo
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MENS DOUBLES D
Gold- Rainer Bautista/ Paul Boy
Silver- Corey Kadowaki/ San Nguyen
3rd and 4th- Jim Moreno/ Marvin Solidum & Kevin Padua/ Joshua Wroblewski

MENS DOUBLES 40
Gold- Peter Mendoza/ Marvin Solidum
Silver- David Kang/ Domin Kim
3rd and 4th- Steven Hashimoto/ Joe Young & David Carton/ Neam Taing

MENS SINGLES 60
Gold- Mike Geraty/ Mike Yancy
Silver- David Carton/ Chito Viado
Bronze- Terry Dutton/ Arthur Nuske

MENS DOUBLES E
Gold- Oscar Lee/ Joshua Wroblewski
Silver- Saroja Menon/ Nuttida Rungrats
3rd and 4th- Kevin Nguyen/ Jennifer Thai & Arjay Cuenca/ Ricky Pedernal

WOMENS DOUBLES B
Gold- Chen-Ling Chou/ Saroja Menon
Silver- Younghi Kim/ Judy Pak
Bronze- Teresa Lai/ Regina Tran

WOMENS DOUBLES C
Gold- Saroja Menon/ Nuttida Rungrats
Silver- Younghi Kim/ Judy Pak
3rd and 4th- Nina Huynh/ Teresa Lain

WOMENS DOUBLES D
Gold- Stephanie Fong/ Sombath Vilitchi
Silver- Loveren Dela Cruz/ Adel Ortega
3rd and 4th- Hyun Park/ Anna Yi & Christine Trinh/ Evelyn Yuen

WOMENS DOUBLES 40
Gold- Roseann Cawili/ Sombath Vilitchi
Silver- Claire Del Rosario/ Adel Ortega
3rd and 4th- Leslie Castro/ Jing Cruz-Carlos & Tamra Moy/ Patty Riddle

WOMENS DOUBLES E
Gold- Leslie Castro/ Eden Molina
Silver- Christine Trinh/ Evelyn Yuen
3rd and 4th- Demi Do/ Anna Lang & Larisa Golikova/ Gina Niph

WOMENS SINGLES C
Gold- Lumbini Chandrasekera
Silver- Jennifer Thai
Bronze- Anita Xayasomloth

WOMENS SINGLES D
Gold- Kodi Lee
Silver- Tran Pham
Bronze- Jacqueline Myers

WOMENS SINGLES E
Gold- Jane Nguyen
Silver- Larisa Golikova